
 

2022 Fall Continuing Sessions 
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting  
Held in person at the Arch Street Meeting House and simultaneously on Zoom video conference 
Saturday, November 5, 2022 

Earlier activities: On Friday evening, there was an opportunity to participate in worship sharing 
by Zoom. 

Worship: We gathered for worship at 9:30. We heard a beautiful land acknowledgement read 
by Jean-Marie Barch. 

Introductions: At 10:00, Melissa Rycroft, serving as presiding clerk, opened the session and 
introduced herself, expressing the great joy of being together. The recording clerks, Jim Herr, in 
person, and Sally McQuail, on Zoom, introduced themselves. Nikki Mosgrove, Rising Clerk, 
Christie Duncan-Tessmer, General Secretary, and John Marquette, tech support also introduced 
themselves. Elders included: George Rubin, in person, and on Zoom, Yelena Forrester, Ed 
Solenberger, Paul Kerr, Phil Anthony, and Jane Cadwallader. Pastoral Care was offered by 
Carter Nash and George Schaefer, in person, and Naomi Madaras on Zoom. 

Sessions Coordinating Committee were introduced: Martha Bryans – Downingtown Meeting, 
Susanna Davison – London Grove Meeting, Tom Hughes – Reading Meeting, Cathleen Marion 
– Downingtown Meeting, Nikki Mosgrove – Trenton Meeting, sandra boone murphy, Atlantic City 
Area Friends Meeting, Wanda Wyffels – Abington Meeting, Melissa Rycroft – Upper 
Susquehanna Quarter, and staff (ex officio): Tara Rubinstein, Sessions Coordinator, and 
Melinda Wenner Bradley – Director of Programs. Clerk suggested that more Friends would be 
welcome on this Committee. 

We heard a recognition of the staff who have been very hard-working to make this event 
possible. The tech team included Melinda Wenner Bradley, Tara Rubinstein Olivia Brangan, Alix 
Vallery, Joey Leroux, and Paul Jepsen. The Arch Street staff included Sean Connolly, Kayla 
D’Oyen, and Jennifer Gray. Clerk gave special thanks to Jeff Campbell, the tech guy. 

First time attenders introduced themselves. Chris Fantozzi, Unami Meeting, was a visitor from 
outside Philadelphia Yearly Meeting who introduced themselves. 

Our speech to text transcriptionist was Darian Elliot. 

Tech Overview: Olivia Brangan provided an overview of the hybrid business meeting 
technology. Clerk suggested that things might go wrong with this new technology, and just then 
a fire truck siren interrupted our quiet. She asked for our patience and understanding as we all 
learn to function in this new environment. Nikki Mosgrove is watching the Zoom and reading the 
chat. After two years of completely on-line meetings for business, we got pretty good at it. Now 
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we’re trying to innovate some more with hybrid worship. Melissa told of her first hybrid meeting 
in 2017, with no expectation that we would be joining like this today. 

How minutes work: Sally McQuail read the document “how minutes work.” 

Nominating Council Report: Terri Whiteford showed us a report of the members of Nominating 
Council. There are 11 members. Seven of the 13 Quarters have not named representatives, 
which Terri pointed out to us. Robert Horvay, Mickleton Meeting, Salem Quarter, completed his 
term. 

Marge Dawson, Merion Meeting, Haverford Quarter, completed her term on Quaker Life 
Council. 

Nominating Council proposed Carrie Karhnak-Glasby, Central Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, 
Philadelphia Quarter, to represent PYM at Friends General Conference. Meeting approved. 

Barry Crossno, General Secretary of Friends General Conference: Melissa told us that, as 
clerk of Nominating Council, she served as representative to FGC so she would understand 
what that might mean. In fact, she learned how much concern, effort, concentration, and love it 
takes to produce the Gathering. 

On Zoom, Barry told us that PYM was one of the founding Yearly Meetings of FGC in 1900. 
FGC now includes member Yearly Meetings across the U.S., Canada, and Mexico. He then 
went on to talk about “the water we swim in,” placing the concerns of liberal Friends in context of 
the culture at large. One of the largest concerns is the shrinking numbers of people involved at 
all levels, and the aging of those continuing. He pointed out that the United States is having an 
increasing income inequality, which undermines class participation in our current structure. And 
declining social mobility is a reality, which means young people have a great deal of difficulty 
matching their parents’ income. These things cause younger people to have less time, energy 
and financial ability to devote to their Meetings. In addition, there is a lower birth-rate, which also 
adds to a population drop of young people available. Parents are also making conscious 
decisions about how their children are spending their time to put them on a path to financial 
security. 

In addition, the appeal of western religion is falling. One of the big pieces is fading moral 
authority of churches. There’s also a change in modern work hours that make it more difficult to 
participate in church activities. Youth are particularly estranged by the partisan politics in this 
country, and, for some, the affiliation with conservative politics by some churches makes them 
less desirable. 

Some of these trends may be good for liberal Quakerism. Barry reminded us that the majority of 
people in the country are not familiar with Quaker values and spirituality, and we need to let 
people know that there are choices available. He encourages active outreach and increased 
visibility. This includes explicit invitations, a core piece of the outreach. 

We need to consider a change in dynamics with children and young parents. This needs to 
include shifting leadership. And we need to find ways to make our meetings more accessible. 

Clerk pointed out that we need to be considering how to include belonging, and are just over the 
start line. She wants us to realize who we are reaching out to with invitations. Melissa then 
asked for questions. A Friend pointed out that our method of decision-making using sense-of-
the-meeting may be a point of interest. In response to a question about Friends schools and 
demographics, a Friend said that Quaker schools are doing well. In response to a question, 
Barry pointed out that his attraction to Quakerism came from lack of creed and dogma, which 
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can be important to keep in front of our outreach. Another Friend asked a question to which 
Barry replied that he has participated in a Meeting which has made a very conscious decision to 
be child-centric. Clearly more discussion is needed about ways to make Quaker Meetings more 
appealing, and Barry urged us to ask him if we feel we could use his help. 

Minutes to this point were read, corrected and approved. 

Quaker Life Council: Jean-Marie Prestwidge Barch, interim clerk, said she assumes everyone 
has read her report, so she asked for questions. A Friend mentioned that Jean-Marie’s report 
mentioned other reports. 

Program Committee’s report has been very detailed about how funds are dispersed. This group 
coordinates the various committees of the Council. It’s very useful to have a detailed report. 

Ministry and Care Committee is in the process of putting together a communication to 
encourage monthly meetings to provide spiritual life of the meeting reports. 

There is also an effort by Ministry and Care to help people understand how individuals might be 
served by at-large membership. 

The Council is trying to find ways to be of help to the Yearly Meeting, particularly by listening. 

General Secretary Report: Christie Duncan-Tessmer told us about finances. The fiscal year 
goes from October 1 to September 30. The audited report of our finances is in preparation, so 
Christie gave us a few snapshots. The Granting Group has been quite active. Our investments 
have seen a reduction due to the market, but because of 3-year income averaging, this 
reduction has not affected Yearly Meeting operations. Contributions were more than anticipated
—thank you, thank you. Christie then shared a huge box that represented worship and care 
care-packages for Yearly Meeting and monthly meetings. These included resources for monthly 
meetings to provide Bible Study and intergenerational worship, a pastoral care pilot training 
program, and Worship & Care learning circles. This was a way to tell us about a gift, a $30,000 
matching grant from a family, that will make these things possible. 

Melinda Wenner-Bradly and Afroza Hossain, Inclusion & Belonging Coordinator, helped Christie 
talk about belonging. Christie first told us about some of the ways she has felt a sense of 
belonging in her past. Melinda pointed out that Barry had talked about belonging and how it’s 
never a completed task. We need to consider how to ensure that everyone seeking Quakerism 
finds a way to belonging. We were encouraged to turn to our neighbors, or small Zoom groups, 
to answer queries: what experiences in your meeting rooted your feeling that you belonged 
there? Did it take time to feel you belonged? What nurtured that feeling? 

Melinda, Afroza, and Christie then tried to help us understand the possibilities for helping 
newcomers to feel comfortable by comparing the process to Ikea. They pointed out that there 
are many, many ways that Ikea makes things accessible, and makes everyone feel they belong. 
There was a suggestion we have coffee hour before worship, so people coming into worship 
know what’s on the hearts of others in attendance. Melinda pointed out the importance to make 
structures flexible to make children feel incorporated.  

Clerk urged us to talk with the PYM staff to find help with improving belonging in our meetings. 

Administrative Council: Tom Zemaitis, filling in for clerk Jim Waddington, told us the Council 
has developed a way to create assistant clerks. The Council has also been working to clarify 
PYM participation in the Arch Street Meeting House. There is also an effort to include visitation 
by members of Admin to monthly meetings in PYM. 
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Minutes to this point were read, corrected, and approved. 

At 12:56, we broke for lunch and to see the dedication of a beautiful, colorful mural in the 
parking lot. This afternoon we will gather for a panel discussion on how monthly meetings are 
connecting with our neighbors. Then there will be a time of intergenerational worship and 
fellowship, followed by dinner and music at Arch Street, ending at about 8:00 PM 
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Report of Quaker Life Council to Con3nuing Sessions 

Since our last report to this body, Quaker Life Council (QLC) has been on hiatus for two months. During this 
@me the good work of the Nomina@ng Council brought us two new members, Susan ClaggeB and Wade 
Wright who are welcomed to the work as is Nikki Mosgrove (in her role as Yearly Mee@ng Rising Clerk). Steve 
Elkinton, Sue Dietz, Guinevere Janes, Tom Hughes, Robert Greene and Rose KeBerer, con@nue to serve, as do 
by virtue of their posi@ons Chris@e Duncan-Tessmer, Andrew Anderson, and Melissa RycroQ (now in the role 
of Yearly Mee@ng Presiding Clerk.   

This @me has also brought examina@on of the scope of the Council’s charge and work by a Sprint of QLC; the 
sprint brought the Council recommenda@ons for new processes and ques@ons to consider in order to beBer 
understand and address the broad scope of work under the Council’s care. Some of these recommenda@ons 
are being taken up immediately and others will be addressed during the coming months. The Sprint report 
can be found as an aBachment to the Council’s October minutes. 

The Council has received reports from the Program CommiBee and the Ministry and Care CommiBee which 
each carry por@ons of the Council’s ministries. Thorough and clear reports from these commiBees allow the 
Council to carry out its charge more effec@vely. The report of Program CommiBee includes documenta@on of 
their decision-making processes in alloca@on of funds, which the Council par@cularly appreciates. The report 
of Ministry and Care CommiBee notes that the process for At-Large Membership is working well and that the 
CommiBee has joyously accepted the applica@on of a second At-Large member to the Yearly Mee@ng. 
Ministry and Care CommiBee is reviewing the queries and procedures for submiZng Spiritual State of the 
Mee@ng Reports and each mee@ng can expect communica@on from the commiBee about this within the next 
few weeks. 

Quaker Life Council is beginning the new year with joyous an@cipa@on of ongoing opportuni@es for  service to 
the Yearly Mee@ng. 

SubmiBed by Jean-Marie Prestwidge Barch Interim Clerk, on behalf of the Council 
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Nominating Council Report to November 2022 Annual Sessions 

Nominating Council Members 

Name Monthly Meeting Quarter

Ron Inskeep Gwynedd Abington Quarter Representative

Bucks Quarter Representative

Burlington Quarter Representative

John Christman Lancaster Caln Quarter Representative

Joan Broadfield Chester Chester Quarter Representative

Deb Lyons West Chester Concord Quarter Representative

Michael Lane Westfield Haddonfield Quarter Representative

Haverford Quarter Representative

Jeff Rosenthal Central Philadelphia Philadelphia Quarter Representative

Salem Quarter Representative

Southern Quarter Representative

Upper 
Susquehanna Quarter Representative

Western Quarter Representative

At Large

Suzanne Day Westfield Haddonfield At Large

Nancy Robbins Third Haven Southern At Large

Alice Maxfield Wrightstown Bucks At Large

Tacie Trull Salem Salem At Large

Terri Whiteford Downingtown Caln At Large - Interim Clerk
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Completed Terms 

Nominating Council

NAME MONTHLY 
MEETING

QUARTERLY 
MEETING

TERM END

Robert Horvay Mickleton Salem November, 2022

Quaker Life Council

NAME MONTHLY 
MEETING

QUARTERLY 
MEETING

TERM END

Marge Dawson Merion Haverford November, 2022
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PYM Representatives to Affiliated Organizations 

PYM Representatives to Friends General Conference

NAME MONTHLY 
MEETING

QUARTERLY 
MEETING

TERM END

Carrie Karhnak-
Glasby

Central 
Philadelphia Philadelphia July, 2025
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The economic & social context of this Quaker century

The Water We Swim In
Presented by Barry Crossno, General Secretary, Friends General Conference



Do We Have Good News to Share?



Concerns for Liberal Friends
• Total number of Friends static for decades and now declining
• The pandemic seems to have accelerated attendance losses and set up 

new norms to navigate (hybrid worship, distance memberships, etc.)
• The FGC Gathering and some YM Annual Sessions have declining 

attendance
• Far fewer children at Quaker events; fewer children in most MMs
• Harder for FGC to fill committee vacancies especially clerkships; same 

for most YMs/MMs
• Friends have “greyed”; average age has climbed significantly setting up a 

demographic trough in the next 10-15 years



Present Meeting Structures, Culture & Programs Often Rely On
• Middle-class Friends with disposable income and free time
• Friends with significant awareness of and experience with Quaker cultural/

spiritual practices and history
• Friends who can commit to regular meetings both for program implementation 

and governance of the Monthly/Yearly Meeting
• Friends with a comfort level for committee work that is deliberative/

centralizing and sometimes has multiple layers of seasoning/accountability.
• Friends who will choose to navigate white middle-class biases
• These characteristics do not describe the majority of the general population; of 

course we are seeing falling numbers.  Why is this happening? External and 
Internal Reasons.  Let’s focus on External reasons first…



What Happened to Middle Income Families?

• Gini index: the lower the number, the better
• This chart ends at 2009; various sources say the USA now has a Gini 

index of 49– a level not seen since the Great Depression
• Keep in mind Gini index varies by race within this broader trend.
• Current inequality levels undermine middle class participation in current 

Quaker structures and programming



Declining Social Mobility
• My mother’s generation had almost a 90% chance of 

making more income than their parents
• Increasing income mobility falls off dramatically for 

second wave Boomers, second wave GenX see 
social mobility essentially stalled

• While not on this chart,  Millennial income, 
depending on source materials is similar or worse 
than GenX; GenZ projections are pessimistic

• Income is only one indicator ; keep in mind medical, 
housing and college expenses have grown 
significantly adding instability to families

• Economic uncertainty impacts family decision making 
across the board for younger generations



Wealth & Population by Generation



Where Did All the Children Go?

• The reasons for falling birthrates are multifaceted and complex; however, income 
inequality, periodic recessions, declining availability of public goods (low cost education, 
child care access), and environmental concerns feature prominently

• Please note: Boomers had a much higher birthrate and this generations children came 
grew up in the 80’s, 90’s, 00’s, which corresponds with high tide for children’s attendance 
at the FGC Gathering and with some monthly and yearly meetings.  Falling attendance is 
therefore partially driven by demographic changes.



And What About The Teens We Have?
• However, falling children’s 

attendance is driven not 
just by a falling birthrate

• The demands on children 
and teens has changed

• Income equality has 
heightened competition; 
shifting some parents 
toward growing 
educational and 
extracurricular 
commitments for children 
& teens (admissions rates 
at many state schools have 
also declined significantly) 



The Appeal of Western Religion is Fading

• And, it’s not just time competition that’s occurring.
• Younger generations are actively opting out of 

organized traditionally Christian religions– why?



Why is Christianity Fading (USA)?
From The Atlantic & Other Sources
• Fading Moral Authority of Churches

• Sex abuse scandals, indigenous boarding schools, advocacy of war & colonialism, homophobia, gender 
discrimination, blindness to income inequality, racism in predominantly white churches, focus on individual 
moral responsibility rather than the need for systemic social and economic changes, and more…

• Association of Evangelicals with political right drives political liberals from mainstream churches 
not just conservative churches

• Delayed child-rearing and marriage among GenX and Millennials led/leads to gaps in church 
attendance in 20’s that sometimes became/becomes permanent

• Denial of science and unbelievable doctrines drives many from religious participation
• Changes in modern work hours (especially for service industry workers) makes Sunday 

church community participation difficult or impossible
• Irrelevance of Church  concerns and practices to everyday life



Partisan Politics & Youth



Societal Relevance/Visibility
• PYM and FGC have both been heavily engaged in anti-racism work and there is so much more that needs to be done.  It requires all 

of our attention.  Seeing that of God in one another and acting on it is absolutely foundational. Too, I hope the previous slide about 
the values divide also underscores that the only future in which liberal Quaker community can thrive is multi-racial and multi-cultural. 
GenZ will see anything less, rightly, as hypocrisy.

• Increasing income inequality and family economic instability is not only a broad social ill; falling participation and falling volunterism 
underscore that it is an existential threat to an egalitarian religion such as ours.

• For many decades we have relied upon “religious refugees” and “seekers” to find our meetings. Societal trends make this passive 
approach less and less successful.

• Beyond that, many Friends look to Quaker children to become Quaker adults; the majority of whom adopt Quaker values while not 
choosing to participate in monthly meetings (that’s its own issue for another time).  The truth is that many meetings across North 
America are largely populated with convinced Friends so being known to non-Quakers is ever more important.

• Non-Quaker youth, when disaffected from organized religion, are largely not seeking an alternative organized religion. 
• Therefore, to cede public religious discourse to evangelical, politically right leaning, Christians while relying on the religiously 

disaffected to find us, overcome their skepticism, and initiate engagement is a commitment to further Quaker decline and reinforces 
for younger generations that the choice is between a right leaning Christianity that rejects their values or “debundling” towards 
spirituality without religion.  

• Instead, can we reimagine a Quaker faith that affirms our core Quaker message, evolves our culture and polity, and make us visible 
and viable as religious alternative for those who seek spiritual community?



Active Outreach & Visibility
• I have heard Friends say that everything we do is outreach
• I have heard Friends say that our activism is our most effective outreach
• Given what you saw earlier about the values disconnect that many youth have with religion; I would say our most effective outreach 

is what we believe, our theology, our experiences of the Divine, and how all this manifests among us and in the world.  Activism is 
one important facet of a multifaceted need among non-Quaker seekers

• A Buddhist friend used to say to me that an action without transparent foundations and motivation is an incomplete teaching.
• Anything that lacks an explicit invitation to experience Quaker teachings and practice is not active outreach; active outreach involves 

an invitation
• As we contemplate active outreach, we must also engage around issues of racism, our meetings and how might active outreach play 

a part in creating Quaker communities that are deeply affirming and nourishing for Friends of Color. Some Friends of Color believe 
this may involve the creation of more meetings where Friends of Color are the majority.  What role might active outreach play in 
that?

• Given how crowded the visual and media landscape is; visibility without invitation– without some connection to why Quaker 
spirituality might matter to someone’s life– is largely filtered out.  We must share how and why this might be beneficial and invite 
them to experience it for themselves.

• Many of us have heard the stories of people who said “I’ve heard of Quakers all my life, but I didn’t know I could be one.”  That’s 
what fifty years of visibility without invitation looks like.



Possible Things to Consider
• As volunteerism becomes more difficult to sustain more Quaker meetings might give 

deeper consideration to part-time paid child care and religious education staff that can 
provide the continuity necessary for meaningful community experiences

• For too many teens the Quaker experience is long on community activities and very 
short on theology, spiritual practice tools and opportunities for leadership; for 
retention this needs to shift

• More small group work that creates additional opportunities for Quaker practice 
outside of Sunday morning may be key to creating more meaningful experiences; 
faithfulness groups, anchor committees, experiments with Light, and so much more.

• Should we actively participate in “debundling” some Quaker practices so that more 
people benefit from our practices even if they never become part of our meetings?


